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here are many definitions of

strategy.The one that means

most to me is:

A shared commitment to act toward a

compelling goal.

Why do I like it? 

• First, it emphasizes that strategy is

about action—not about analyzing,

forecasting, writing papers, filling out

forms, compiling spreadsheets, but

about action.

• Second, it speaks of a shared com-

mitment—the kind of commitment

that management needs so that they

continue to act as a team, even when

things get tough.

• Third, it recognizes the importance

of a compelling goal—the objective,

that, when realized, brings vision into

reality.

I recognize that the statement

makes no declaration about what the

goal should be or about what actions

should be taken, but I ask that you

ride with that gap for the moment—

all will be revealed in due course. I

also recognize that are many ways of

building a shared commitment to act

and of defining a good strategy. Sce-

nario planning, which I will focus on,

is just one of them.
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TEAM TIP
When looking to use scenarios as
part of a strategic planning process,
remember that the most detailed
and accurate scenarios in the world
are meaningless unless your organi-
zation has a robust process for 
making decisions and moving to
action.When outlining a timetable,
be sure to leave as much time for
making decisions and implementing
strategies as you do for developing
the alternative worlds.
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Gods, Gamblers, Grinders,

and Guides

All organizations have their own

dominant beliefs, and top managers

have their own styles. Some people

believe, for example, that it is possible

to predict the future (if not in gen-

eral, then at least as far as their own

organizations are concerned); others

prefer to believe that the future is

uncertain and that the journey into

the future is one of exploration.As

regards style, some leaders exercise

very strong control, while others seek

to empower those in their organiza-

tions (see “Four Leadership Styles”).

Strong, controlling leaders who

believe they can predict the future are

much like gods: Not only do they

know what they want, they know best,

too.You don’t have

to read Homer to

learn that any mor-

tal who incites the

wrath of an angry

god soon has an

uncomfortable

time. Such leaders

need no tools and

techniques to for-

mulate a strategy:

They know. From

time to time, they

might actually be

right.

Strong, con-

trolling leaders

who are less cer-

tain of their pow-

ers of prediction

often behave like

gamblers:They place

a bet that the

future will evolve

in a certain way

and, if it does, fine;

if it doesn’t, well,
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let’s throw the dice again and see

what happens a second time. Gam-

blers, too, need few tools and tech-

niques, but they might like some

financial analyses to give them a feel

for the odds.

Empowerers who believe they

can predict the future are convinced

that, somewhere out there, the “right”

strategic answer exists, if only they

can find it.These are the grinders,

managers who are forever grinding

away on more analyses, more

research, more numbers.These people

love tools and techniques, with their

five forces, their value chains, their

PERTS, and their SWOTS.

In many cases, the most successful

leaders may be those empowerers who

choose to serve as guides:They seek to
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Scenario

Development
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Formation

S C E N A R I O  D E V E L O P M E N T  A N D  S T R AT E G Y  F O R M AT I O N

The process of scenario development is divergent and strives to embrace as broad as possible a view
of how the future might evolve, in order to encompass the future’s inevitable uncertainties.The pur-
pose of the scenarios is to provide a series of backdrops against which different strategies can be
assessed. By exploring various decisions against each scenario in this way, team members can then
determine that set of decisions that they collectively feel most comfortable taking now and therefore
converge upon an agreed strategy.
carefully steer their organizations

through the uncertainties that the

future will inevitably bring. How can

they steer the safest course? Well, to do

so, they need a map.The problem is

that no such map can be found, for

maps exist in space, not in time.

It is in this last arena that scenarios

can help, for scenarios are stories

describing how the future might

evolve. Scenarios therefore do a similar

job in time to that done by maps in

space. But because the future might

evolve in many ways, there are many

possible scenarios, each of which repre-

sents one possible view of what might

happen over the next five, 10, or 20

years. Importantly, the emphasis within

each scenario is not on the internal

aspects of the business, but rather on

the external context in which the busi-

ness might operate; robust scenarios

depict the future in terms of politics,

economics, sociology, demography,

technology, and industrial structures.

By imagining what such a future

might be, you can test whether or not

a particular strategy for your own busi-

ness will be beneficial, should that

future indeed come to pass.And by

explicitly recognizing that there might

be several different futures, any one of

which might happen, you can test

your strategy against each and see if

some strategies are more robust than

others. In essence, scenario planning is

a form of simulation: It is the business

manager’s equivalent of the jet pilot’s

flight simulator.The scenarios project

you and your organization into the

future, and provide a realistic, rich con-

text in which you can examine

whether or not particular strategies—

the development of new products, the

entry into new markets, or whatever—

are likely to be successful.

Scenarios also serve to heighten

your understanding of risk, so that

when you put your strategy into

action, you will be much more aware

of how changes in the external envi-

ronment are likely to impact your

business.Then if you notice that the

world is in fact evolving in a direc-

tion for which your strategy is less

appropriate, you will be able to

change course easily and quickly, far

more so than your competitors, who
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may not have noticed what is going

on, or, if they have, may continue for

some time in a state of denial.

But how does scenario-based

strategic planning—to give it its full

name—actually work? 

Scenario-Based Strategic

Planning

Scenario-based strategic planning

comprises two principal activities:

• First, the development of a small

number of scenarios—say, up to

five—each of which describes a dif-

ferent view of how a future world

might look.

• Second, the agreement on a strategy

—a set of actions that the organiza-

tion is committed to take.

As indicated by “Scenario Devel-

opment and Strategy Formation,” the

process of scenario development is

divergent and strives to embrace as

broad as possible a view of how the

future might evolve, in order to

encompass the future’s inevitable

uncertainties.This is done through a

series of group workshops, supported

by research, and the gathering of

expert opinions.The purpose of the

scenarios is to provide a series of back-

drops against which different strategies

can be assessed. Questions such as

“Should we enter the [whatever] mar-
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ket?”“What are the risks of making

[whatever] investment?” and the like

are tested against each of the scenarios.

Participants assume that, yes, they do

enter that market, and that, yes, they

do make that investment, and then

imagine that they and their organiza-

tion are projected into each scenario

10 years into the future.They can then

assess, using “projected hindsight,”

whether or not those decisions were

“good” or “bad.” By exploring various

decisions against each scenario in this

way, team members can then deter-

mine that set of decisions that they

collectively feel most comfortable tak-

ing now and therefore converge upon

an agreed strategy.

The following pages describe the

process in more detail. First, we need

to introduce and define three terms

that have a special role in scenario

planning: worlds, levers, and outcomes.

Worlds. A world is a comprehensive

description of the context in which a

business operates.Worlds are therefore

described in terms of (often long!)

lists of adjectives and adjectival

phrases, describing all aspects of the

world of interest, including the politi-

cal, social, economic and regulatory

structures, nature of market competi-

tion, technology, and all the rest.
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N I N E  D O T S  P U Z Z L E

This classic puzzle illustrates the rules of 
innovation in action.
The most familiar world is today’s

world, and an important part of the

scenario planning process is to come

to a shared view of just what it is.

Different people see different things,

and some lively workshops can be

run focused on describing today’s

world. Ultimately, any description of

today’s world must pass the Martian

Test: If the description were e-mailed

to a group of Martians approaching

Earth, on stepping out of their saucer,

they must be able to recognize where

they have landed.

If today’s world is defined in

terms of a long list of descriptive

phrases, then, by definition, a different

world must have a different list.A

major milestone in scenario planning

is to generate a small number of dif-

ferent worlds—three to five is usually

sufficient—that have self-consistent

descriptions.These worlds should be

significantly different from one

another, and from today’s world.

Some of the different worlds

might appear favorable, others harsh;

some may appear to be relatively

likely, other less so; some might be

desirable, others positively repulsive.

At the moment, though, such issues

aren’t important; all that matters is

that any different world must be

believed to be, in principle, possible.

Levers and Outcomes. Levers represent

the actions and decisions that man-

agers can take. For example, managers

can determine product range, target

markets, staffing levels, skills, invest-

ments in infrastructure, level of R&D,

location of manufacturing sites,

amount spent on advertising, and so

on.At any time, each lever has a set-

ting—the numeric amount associated

with that lever.

Outcomes represent the commer-

cial results of the organization: levels

of sales and profit, reputation, share

price, market share, staff morale, and

so on.At any time, each outcome has

a numeric value.

Fundamentally, the job of strate-

gic management is to determine the

levers and assign their settings, so as to

generate desirable outcomes.As every

manager soon learns, however, levers

are not directly connected to out-
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comes; there simply is no lever to

allow managers to directly control

profit, market share, or share price.

Rather, the levers that managers can

actually pull are only indirectly, and

sometimes rather loosely, coupled to

the outcomes, and managers act in

the belief—or hope—that by cutting

costs here and increasing staff there,

shareholder value will be increased.To

make matters worse, time delays

occur before any change in a lever

setting begins to take effect.

This process is, as we all know

too well, very complex.A powerful

tool in taming this complexity is sys-

tem dynamics modeling.This kind of

simulation goes far beyond the typical

spreadsheet and can handle loosely

coupled variables, time lags, and feed-

back loops. (For a more complete

definition of system dynamics, go to

http://www.systemdynamics.org.)

The Rules of Innovation

Many people feel that inventing new

worlds is difficult, fearing not only

that they lack the expert knowledge,

but also—and far worse—that they

just don’t have the imagination. In

fact, inventing new worlds is easy and

a lot of fun, provided, of course, that

you do it in the easy, fun way—and

that is to borrow from the techniques

of innovation.

Briefly, two of the key rules that

make innovation deliberate, system-

atic, and safe are:
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• Rule No. 1: Don’t try to leap

directly into the unknown—start

from something or somewhere you

know well.

• Rule No. 2: New ideas are best

generated not by waiting for lightning

to strike, but by challenging assump-

tions and asking,“How might this be

different?”

A simple but nonetheless startling

example of these rules in action is the

familiar nine dots puzzle (see “Nine

Dots Puzzle”).There are two questions:

• How can you join all nine dots

with four straight lines, without tak-

ing your pencil off the page?

• And if that is too easy, how many

different ways can you find of joining

all the dots with just one line?

Most people tackle the first ques-

tion by picking up a pen and drawing

various alternatives; they usually don’t

even know where to start with the

second question. But then most peo-

ple don’t know the two rules of inno-

vation. Picking up a pen, drawing, and

trying to solve the puzzle by trial and

error breaks the first rule—you’re

leaping into the dark.The first rule

says “Let’s understand all we can

about the nine dots.”There are nine,

they are in a square array, they are an

inch or so apart, and they are about a

quarter-inch square.The second rule

says,“Challenge the assumptions.” Is

the shape the dots form a square?

What would happen if the dots

weren’t an inch apart? They might be

a mile apart or close together. But if

they were close, I could wipe a felt-

tip pen across all nine at once. So, if

they’re an inch apart, I need a thick

pen—maybe a paint roller.Ah yes,

that’s it, a paint roller.And the puzzle

is instantly solved.

Inventing New Worlds

The easiest way of inventing new

worlds is therefore to apply the two

key rules of innovation defined above.

In the context of scenario planning, if

we follow Rule No. 1, our starting

point is something we all know well

indeed, namely, today’s world. In fact,

we take the time to define today’s

world not only to build a genuine,

deeply shared view of where we are,

but also as a springboard to innovation.
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Each column represents a different world, the first being today’s world.The descriptions of each world
are incorporated in the first row.The levers are named in the title box of the second row, and the 
corresponding lever settings are identified in the appropriate column. Similarly, the outcomes are named
in the title box of the third row, and the outcome values, for the defined lever settings in each world,
are assessed and entered into each column.
One observation about today’s

world might be that “the current

industrial structure is consolidating.”

Rule No. 2 requires us to challenge

assumptions and ask,“How might this

be different?” How might the indus-

trial structure be different? Well, per-

haps it will concentrate even further

into a global monopoly; perhaps it

will fragment as a result of govern-

ment intervention; perhaps new

entrants will come in on the back of

a new technology.

Applying Rule No. 2 thus results

in many alternative possibilities.As a

group begins to list these potential

futures, people start associating charac-

teristics together, so that a small num-

ber of self-consistent worlds emerge,

each with its appropriate set of descrip-

tions. Created by a process of deliberate

challenge and deliberate and systematic

innovation, these descriptions will be

very different from today’s world.

When you are in the middle of the

process, it can appear to be something

of a muddle, with hundreds of post-its

all over the walls. But rest assured that

it works:The human mind is quite

adept at seeing patterns. Just as the

solution to the nine dots puzzle

emerged, seemingly out of nowhere, so

the process of challenge, coupled with

the interactions of a group and the

human ability to see patterns, will cre-

ate a compelling series of new worlds.

“Scenario Planning Summary”

forms the heart of a scenario planning

exercise. Each column represents a

different world, the first being today’s

world.The often extensive descrip-

tions of each world are incorporated

in the first row.The levers are named

in the title box of the second row, and

the corresponding lever settings are

identified in the appropriate column.

Similarly, the outcomes are named in

the title box of the third row, and the

outcome values, for the defined lever

settings in each world, are assessed

and entered into each column.

The question then becomes,

What are the lever settings and what

new levers might be required to give

favorable outcomes in as many of the

worlds as possible? Once the most

favorable set of levers and lever set-

tings have been determined, then
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your strategy is that set of managerial

actions required to move the levers

from their current settings to the

desired ones.

Testing the Levers

By now, you will have:

• Defined today’s world.

• Defined up to five alternative

worlds.

• Defined the levers and the out-

comes.

• Seen how the lever settings in

today’s world generate today’s out-

come values.

It is at this point that the scenarios

themselves are written, each scenario

being a vivid story describing how

each of the alternative new worlds

evolved, in its own particular way, from

today’s world.Well-written scenarios

capture your imagination and are pow-

erful vehicles for communication and

training. Immersing yourself in the sce-

narios builds “a memory of the future,”

so that as time passes and the future

becomes reality, you recognize what

you see. But the scenarios themselves

are not the end of the exercise:The

purpose of the scenarios, and the alter-

native worlds they describe, is to form

a context in which your business might

operate in the future.
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To test out this method:

• Imagine that the levers and their

settings are the same as in today’s

world.What will the outcome values

be in the different worlds? Are they

favorable or unfavorable?

• If the outcome values in any alter-

native world are unfavorable, what

would the lever settings have be to

give rise to favorable outcomes? Do

you need to invoke any new levers?

This process is best carried out

through group discussion; it can also

be supported by modeling and spe-

cific, well-focused analysis.The objec-

tive is to examine how robust

different lever settings are to future

uncertainty. Suppose, for example, you

decide that the current lever settings

give favorable outcome values in just

one of the alternative future worlds.

That analysis implies that, if you leave

the lever settings as they are and that

particular future does indeed come to

pass, your business is likely to be suc-

cessful. But if the future were to

evolve toward any of the other

worlds, things might not be so rosy.

Turning Scenarios into 

Strategy

As a result of the exploration of the

lever settings in the various worlds,
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you will discover one of a number of

things, for example, that:

• The current levers, and their set-

tings, are indeed robust under future

worlds, or

• The current levers, and their set-

tings, are not robust under future

worlds, or

• Some different lever settings are

robust under many of the future

worlds, including today’s world; or

there are no lever settings that work

well under many worlds, but several

clusters of settings that work well in

some worlds but not others; or there

are no generally safe lever settings—

each world has its own.

These insights are guides to strat-

egy. How so? Let’s go back to our defi-

nition of strategy: a shared commitment

to act toward a compelling goal.

A shared commitment to take

what specific actions, toward which

particular goal? Well:

• The goal must be defined in rela-

tion to one or more of the worlds,

and
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Scenario-based strategic planning has the objective 
number of activities, beginning with defining today’s
worlds to testing levers in different settings and, fin
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• The actions must be to move exist-

ing levers to new settings or to

deploy new levers.

The process of strategy develop-

ment is therefore that of deciding

which levers need to be placed at

what settings.And the strategy itself is

the set of actions you decide to take

to move the levers from their current

settings to their new ones.

Scenario-based strategic planning

has the objective of providing a

framework to enable managers to

make strategic decisions (see “The

Scenario-Based Strategic Planning

Process”).These decisions can relate

only to levers and their settings; man-

agers, quite literally, can do little else.

As we all know, the problem with

resetting the levers is that some of

them are difficult to reset; some, once

reset, cannot be reversed to their

original settings; many require a long

time to reset; and, once settings have

been reset, it may be a long time

before the results are actually

achieved—time during which the
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of providing a framework to enable managers to make
 world and the range of actions that managers can take
ally, identifying effective actions.

Verify lever settings

and outcome values

in today’s world

Verify how levers

will be moved from

“here” to “there”

Write scenarios

Test levers 

lever setting

different wo

atify

namics

Define today’s worlds Define lev

I O - B A S E D  S T R AT E G I C  P L A N N I N G
world is fast evolving, often in such a

way as to make the new settings no

longer fit for their originally con-

ceived purpose.

But the levers must be reset from

time to time. Doing nothing, and so

betting that the world will stay still,

is often a worse bet than taking a

gamble on one particular future.

The process is exciting, challenging,

stimulating, exhausting, amazing—

and, most importantly, it works.
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Peter Schwartz, cofounder and chair of Global Business 
Network, is the author of The Art of the Long View: Planning for
the Future in an Uncertain World (Doubleday Currency, 1991),
which is considered a seminal publication on scenario planning.
Below are the main points from the book’s Appendix.Along
with Dennis Sherwood’s ideas about applying innovation tools
to the scenario development process, these steps can start you
on your way to creating plausible futures and, in turn, designing
robust strategies.

1. Identify the focal issue or decision.What will decision-makers
in your organization be thinking hard about in the near
future?

2. Identify key forces in the local environment—facts about 
customers, suppliers, competitors, etc.

3. List the driving forces.You can start with a checklist of 
social, economic, political, environmental, and technological
forces.This is the most research-intensive step. Search for
major trends.

4. Rank key factors and driving forces by importance and un-
certainty. Identify two or three that are both most important
and most uncertain.

5. Select scenario logics.The results of this exercise are the 
axes along which the eventual scenarios will differ.Avoid 
a proliferation of scenarios; choose only a few “scenario 
drivers.”  

6. Flesh out the scenarios.The logics give the basic framework
of the scenarios; now return to the key factors and trends
listed in Steps 2 and 3. Each key factor and trend should be
given some attention in each scenario.

7. Explore implications. Return to the focal issue or decision 
in Step 1. How does it look in each scenario? What 
vulnerabilities have been revealed? Is the strategy robust
across all scenarios? How could it be adapted to make it
more robust?

8. Select leading indicators and signposts.As time unfolds, you
will want to know which scenario is closest to the course 
of history as it actually unfolds.The indicators and signposts
will help you decide.

Additional Considerations

• Beware of ending up with three scenarios. People are often
tempted to identify one of them as the “middle” or “most
likely” and ignore the rest.

• Avoid assigning probabilities to scenarios. However, it may
make sense to make two reasonably likely scenarios and 
compare them to two “wild card” scenarios.

• Pay a great deal of attention to naming your scenarios.
Successful names telegraph the scenario logics.

• Pick your scenario team based on these considerations: 1)
support and participation from the highest levels is essential;
2) a broad range of functions and divisions should be 
represented; 3) look for imaginative people with open minds
who can work well together as a team.

• You can tell you have good scenarios when they are both
plausible and surprising; when they have the power to break
old stereotypes; and when the makers assume ownership of
them and put them to work.

N E X T  S T E P S
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